
AN ARGUMENT AGAINST CENSORSHIP IN AMERICAN SCHOOLS

Others think schools are wrong to allow discussion about sexual orientation in sex to balance First Amendment
obligations and principles against other There are practical and educational as well as legal reasons to adhere . To allow
the censors even the tiniest space in there with us can only lead to.

Similarly, educators may decide that detailed scientific information about human reproduction might not be
age-appropriate for six-year-olds, but would be appropriate for year-olds who have been introduced to basic
biology. Opinions have spur the intellect of the young creating many of the revolutionaries we have come to
love and praise. Thornton is active in the social studies profession. Practical Considerations An important
distinction to make is the difference between selection and censorship. Censorship also harms teachers. If a
disaster struck, would you run screaming for the hills or would you deal with the situation in a calm,
composed manner? The range of "controversial" topics appears limitless: religion, science, history,
contemporary and classical literature, art, gender, sexuality, "one-worldism," health, multiculturalism, and so
on. Explain to them the reasons those parts were necessary for the author's work. Books can be found
offensive for many reasons. Younger teachers with fewer years of experience, even though aware of potential
problems, knew less of this history. School districts and English departments need to have clear policies as a
beginning point, but they need to do far more to support teachers who want to develop rich, culturally diverse
literature curricula. Many demands appear motivated by anxiety about changing social conditions and
traditions. Due to its origins in slavery and racism, it is often the topic of disgruntled phone calls from parents.
Understanding Censorship: Censorship is not easy to define. She observes, however, that the rationale for
psychological descriptions of the age at which certain behaviors generally occur has limited relevance to the
selection of educational materials and literature in the classroom. To allow the censors even the tiniest space in
there with us can only lead to dullness, imitation and mediocrity. Many people don't want their children using
that kind of language, and believe that seeing profanity in books or hearing others swear encourages
youngsters to do the same, especially if the act goes unpunished. Literature has been an important aspect of
human life. Teachers need latitude to respond to unanticipated questions and discussion, and the freedom to
draw on their professional judgment, without fear of consequences if someone objects, disagrees or takes
offense. Proactive strategies are also important in establishing a climate that encourages teachers to include
more culturally diverse texts in the literature curriculum. A good example Essay on Brown Vs. The decision to
remove material is more vulnerable, and often places motivation for the removal at issue since actions
motivated by hostility to particular ideas or speakers is not permitted C. In many countries, censorship is most
often directed at political ideas or criticism of the government. Sexual education is watered down until it is
practically worthless because parents might be offended at sexual references in school, and classic books like
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn are being banned in some areas because they have racial references that
might offend some people. She is the author of four books. Censorship also harms teachers. Sometimes it's
obvious even if no one uses the "C" word. Maxwell, Marilyn and Marlene Berman. Based on personal views,
some parents wish to eliminate material depicting violence, others object to references to sexuality, others to
racially-laden speech or images. This is the height of irony. By curtailing ideas that can be discussed in class,
censorship takes creativity and vitality out of the art of teaching; instruction is reduced to bland, formulaic,
pre-approved exercises carried out in an environment that discourages the give-and-take that can spark
students' enthusiasm. It's important to not only explain that the book must be looked at through the context of
the time period but also what Twain was trying to do with his story. Goldwasser, Marion. The Effects of
Censorship While the attempt to keep children pure for as long as possible is admirable, it takes the form of
leaving gaping holes in their education, if not academically, then about life. However, administrators and
educators who reject demands for censorship are on equally strong or stronger grounds. Education proceeds in
stages, with increasingly complex material presented as students gain the intellectual ability and knowledge to
understand and process it. Adding a new text occurred only after watching other teachers in their school use
them for a while. But who gets to pick the point? A small adjustment to the curriculum could lead to further
demands, with the removal of a single book leading to the proposal of a library overhaul or the revision of a
single point in a science class leading to a battle over the entire curriculum. Thanks for signing up for our
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newsletter! It is then their task to carefully assess the pedagogical value of the materials, to avoid simply
giving in to angry demands that could undermine educational objectives and invite additional challenges in the
future. A particularly insidious effect of censorship is its power to silence teachers. It's title: Is Harry Potter
Evil? Reason: Profanity. Censorship is particularly harmful in the schools because it prevents youngsters with
inquiring minds from exploring the world, seeking truth and reason, stretching their intellectual capacities, and
becoming critical thinkers.


